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1 Introduction 
A dimension of the rising importation of household furniture into the U.S. market to receive relatively 
little attention is the perspective of the retailer. Retailers play a critical role in the supply chain in part 
because they are in direct contact with consumers and understand consumer knowledge of and demand 
for domestically produced furniture, or the lack thereof. They also understand the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of suppliers in different source countries. An international procurement officer for a major 
retailer recently stated, "The reason practically all home furnishings are now made in China factories is 
that they simply are better suppliers. American manufacturers aren't even in the same game" (Engardio 
et al. 2004). While such statements are sure to generate debate and discussion, it is useful for the entire 
furniture supply chain to look deeper into the specific reasons as to why Chinese manufacturers continue 
to capture an increasing share of the United States furniture market. This study investigated these issues 
from the retail perspective. 
 
A bill recently introduced before the U.S. House of Representatives would require furniture 
manufacturers and retailers to more prominently label where furniture was made (Russell 2004). This 
highlights a current debate over the role of import information in the consumers' purchase decision, a 
decision often made on the retail floor. Although it is too early to tell if labels will become law, it is clear 
that the issue has captured the attention of some U.S. legislators. Little is known of the importance of the 
"country of origin" as it relates to consumer purchases of furniture. The success of imported furniture 
seems to indicate that country of origin is not a major factor in making a purchase decision. It is less clear 
whether this is a result of indifference or a lack of information. Retailers are in a position to provide 
insights into this issue. 
 
Comparative studies of countries as sources for certain products have received attention in research and 
media circles. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal, for example, highlighted a study that found 
Chinese consumers rated Japan as the best country for producing computers, electronic goods and 
automobiles, ahead of the U.S. and China (Brown 2004). The article notes that other countries such as the 
United Kingdom, South Korea, and countries of the European Union are facing a perception barrier in 
China's developing markets. The retailer study discussed in this report sought to determine the 
perceptions and attitudes of furniture retailers in the United States toward China, Canada, and the U.S. as 
manufacturing sources for residential furniture. It has been noted, for example, that Canadian retailers 
view China as a competitive source for moderately priced goods while United States manufacturers' 
strength lies in the higher-priced niches (Knell 2004). A better understanding of the U.S. retail perspective 
will assist manufacturers as they devise ways to better serve their customers in this critical market and 
make decisions about the role of imports in their product lines. It also will help policymakers interested in 
enhancing the competitiveness of manufacturers in their respective jurisdictions. 
 

2 Methods 
2.1 Pretest Results 
In the winter of 2005, a pretest was conducted by randomly selecting 98 companies from the sampling 
frame (membership directory of the Home Furnishings International Association) and sending them the 
questionnaire. Fourteen usable questionnaires were returned after approximately three weeks, and one 
nonusable questionnaire was returned (the respondent was not a retailer of residential furniture). 
Two modifications were made to the original questionnaire as a result of the pretest. First, Europe was 
removed as a source of interest due to the high correlation with Canada (rs=0.87) on perceived attribute 
possession, the large number of times attribute data for Europe was left blank (6/14 times), and the fact 
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that only 5% of the furniture sourced by respondents came from Europe. Second, two attributes were 
removed from consideration due to high correlation with other attributes. The attributes removed included 
overall product quality (correlated with consistency of product quality at r=1.0) and consistently available 
product (correlated with on-time delivery of orders at r=0.87). While there were some other high 
correlations between attributes (29 out of the 153 correlations among the 18 original attributes were 
0.60 or greater), these were not removed because it was not intuitively clear that the attributes were 
measuring similar things. 
 
2.2 Sample Description 
The survey list contained 2524 firms, provided by the Home Furnishings International Association 
(HFIA). The initial mailing of a cover letter, questionnaire, and postage-paid return envelope was sent on 
February 16, 2005. A total of 256 usable responses were received; 18 unusable responses were received 
(respondents were not retailers of residential furniture) for an adjusted response rate of 10 percent1. 
 
The average respondent had been in business for over 43 years. Almost 89% of respondents had yearly 
sales of $5 million or less (46% had sales of $1 million or less) and nearly 80% were single location retail 
stores2. The average respondent sold merchandise at a medium to medium-to-high price-point. Over 50% 
indicated having seven or more manufacturers represented on their showroom floor; another 26% had 
5 to 6 manufacturers represented. Nearly 47% of respondents indicated that they were the president or 
CEO of the company, another 32% indicated that they were the store owner. Respondents came from 44 
different states, the majority from Texas (17%), Ohio (7%), Pennsylvania (7%), New York (6%), and 
Florida (5%). Over 90% of respondents reported selling wood bedroom, wood dining room, and 
upholstered furniture, and a large majority reported selling wood living room furniture (85%). Fewer 
respondents sold wood juvenile furniture (62%) and metal residential furniture (55%) 
 

3 Results 
3.1 Sourcing Behaviors 
Respondents indicated that they sourced products from a variety of source countries (Table 1), with 
approximately 50% being imported, and with China the leading exporter. Respondents were apparently 
familiar with issues surrounding global sourcing, as 83% indicated that they increased the proportion (on 
a value basis) of imported products in their product lines over the past five years3. However, only 47% 
indicated that they always knew where the products they sold were manufactured; the other 53% knew the 
locations of the companies they bought from, but not necessarily from where these suppliers sourced the 
products (Table 2). 
 

                                                      
1 Updated information to include all data collected will be provided in a separate report. As of 3/3/05, 256 usable 

responses had been received and are the basis for this report. 
2 This proportion was 90% for small firms ($1 million or less in yearly sales) and 70% for large firms (greater than 

$1 million in yearly sales). 
3 For small firms, this proportion was 79%; for large firms, this proportion was 87%. So it seems that an increasing 

emphasis on importing spans firm size. 
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Table 1 Manufacturing sources for respondents as percent of total value of furniture 
purchased for retail sale. 

 
Source Country Percent of Total  

United States 49.7 
China 29.5 

Other Asia 10.1 
Canada 4.6 
Europe 3.5 
Other 2.4 

 
Table 2 Which of the following categories best describes your knowledge of where (in what 

country) the products you sell are manufactured? 
 

Category Count Percent
I almost always know where the products were made 118 46.8 
I know the location of companies we buy from, but I'm not always sure 

where they sourced the products 101 40.1 
I know the location of companies we buy from, but I usually don't know 

where they sourced the products 31 12.3 
I usually do not know the location of the companies we buy from nor where 

they sourced the products 2 0.8 
 
3.2 Consumer Interest in Product Origins 
Respondents were asked how often their customers asked from where (i.e., what country) the furniture 
they were interested in purchasing was made. Over 51% indicated this occurred either "sometimes" or 
"often" (Table 3). Respondents were then asked the more important question of whether there actually 
was a segment of their customers that took country of origin into account when making furniture purchase 
decisions. Over 63% of respondents said there was such a segment (Table 4). Of those 161 companies 
that indicated such a segment exists, only 23 indicated that the segment was any more than 30% of their 
customer base (Table 5). Seventy percent of these companies indicated that this segment was either 
increasing in size or remained stable in size. Nearly 66% indicated that customers in this segment spanned 
their entire price-point and couldn't be classified as being lower- or higher-end product customers; 32% 
said the segment was generally at their higher price-points. 
 
Table 3 How often do your customers ask where (i.e., from what country) the furniture they 

are interested in purchasing was made? 
 

Category Count Percent 
Never 18 7.1 
Rarely 106 41.6 
Sometimes 104 40.8 
Often 27 10.6 
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Table 4 Is there a segment of your customers that takes country of origin into account when 
making furniture purchase decisions? 

 
Category Count Percent 

Yes 161 63.4 
No 93 36.6 
 
Table 5 How big is the segment of your customers that takes country of origin into account 

when making purchase decisions (for respondents indicating that such a segment 
exists, n=161)? 

 
Segment Size Count Percent 

less than 10% 76 47.2 
10 – 20% 45 28.0 
21 – 30% 17 10.6 
31 – 40% 9 5.6 
41 – 50% 5 3.1 
greater than 50% 9 5.6 
 
The 161 respondents who indicated that there was a segment that took country of origin into account 
when making purchase decisions were asked the following question: "If two bedroom groups were of 
similar style and look, and one group was labeled as being made in Asia and the other as made in North 
America, what price premium do you think the [customer in the segment] would pay to buy the 
domestically made group?" Respondents were asked to provide answers for their lowest price-point and 
highest price-point. Results are shown in Table 6. At their lowest price-point, a majority of respondents 
(68%) indicated that no customer would pay more than 10% more, with a substantial number saying there 
would be no price premium. At their highest price-point, most respondents (63%) again indicated that 
customers would not pay more than a 10% premium, but 15% indicated it would be greater than 20%. It 
thus appears to be of some benefit to promote a North American manufacturing source; however anything 
more than a 10% differential in price between North American-made and Asian-made goods will usually 
result in imports holding the advantage. 
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Table 6 Premiums possible by promoting North American-made residential furniture to 
segment taking country of origin into account (for respondents indicating that such 
a segment exists, n=161). 

 
Premium Category Count Percent 

At lowest price-point 
none 33 20.6 
1-5% 32 20.0 
6-10% 43 26.9 
11-15% 23 14.4 
16-20% 13 8.1 
greater than 20% 16 10.0 

At highest price-point 
none 22 14.3 
1-5% 25 16.2 
6-10% 50 32.5 
11-15% 17 11.0  
16-20% 17 11.0 
greater than 20% 23 14.9 
 
3.3 Role of Branding 
Respondents were asked to what extent branding influenced their typical customer to purchase one 
furniture product over another. On a 5-point scale ranging from no influence to great influence, the 
average score was 2.9. For those 100 respondents answering either "1" or "2" and thus indicating brand 
name is not important, a plurality (46%) indicated the reason was that other factors are more important 
than brand name. Another 27% indicated that it is because consumers are not familiar with furniture 
brands. 
 
Respondents were asked about the perceived strength of general brand awareness for American and 
Canadian companies among consumers. As shown in Table 7, American companies were found to have 
better brand awareness, with 46% of respondents indicating that customers could name three American 
brands, although they might not know they were American companies. However, 98% of respondents 
said that their customers could not even name three Canadian furniture brands. Not surprisingly, 66% of 
respondents indicated that furniture companies in the United States do a better job of developing brand 
names than do Canadian companies. Another 26% were not sure which country did a better job in this 
area. 
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Table 7 Could the typical customer in your store name three furniture brands, if asked? 
 

Category Count Percent 
American brands 

Probably so, but they might not know they are American companies 116 45.8 
Probably so, and they would know they are American companies 68 26.9 
Probably not 58 22.9 
Not sure 11 4.3 

Canadian brands 
Probably so, but they might not know they are American companies 0 0 
Probably so, and they would know they are American companies 0 0 
Probably not 248 98.0 
Not sure 5 2.0 
 
3.4 Attitudes Toward the Sources 
The manufacturing sources for residential furniture were evaluated using a multiattribute approach similar 
to the Fishbein model, whereby attitudes are based on the summed set of beliefs about the source's 
attributes weighted by the evaluation of these attributes (Engel et al. 1990). For beliefs about the 
manufacturing sources, respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they perceived each 
source to possess each attribute (bi). In addition, as a form of evaluation (ei), respondents were asked to 
indicate the importance of each attribute to furniture sources in general. The attributes were chosen by the 
authors after discussions with persons knowledgeable with furniture retailing. The results are shown in 
Table 8. It is clear that the United States was evaluated most favorably as a furniture source (score of 
236.1), followed by Canada (score of 201.3) and then China (score of 151.4)4. Note that the highest 
possible score would be 25x16=400. The United States was rated as possessing every attribute to a 
relatively large degree (note the highest average for possession of every attribute except low price). The 
gap between the U.S. and the other sources was especially large for flexibility in order quantities, easy to 
return damaged or defective goods, broad range of style options, strength of brand names, and 
replacement parts readily available. While this seems initially encouraging to U.S. and even Canadian 
producers, it does not seem consistent with what is happening in the marketplace, i.e., a loss of market 
share to Chinese products. Indeed, it has been noted that attitude, when defined as a measure of 
favorableness toward an object, does not necessarily predict behavior (Cooper and Kalafatis 1984). Thus 
a closer look at the data is warranted. 
 

                                                      
4 These scores were similar for small and large firms when analyzed separately.  Scores for small and large firms, 

respectively, were as follows: U.S. (245.3, 230.8), Canada (203.4, 202.6), and China (158.1, 148.7). 
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Table 8 Results of the multiattribute analysis of U.S. retailers' attitudes toward 
manufacturing sources for residential furniture. 

 
  Possession  

means (bi): 
 

Attribute 
Importance  
means (ei): 

 
China1 

 
Canada2 

 
U.S.3 

Consistency of product quality 4.6 2.8 3.9 4.0 
Short lead times after order 3.8 2.0 3.3 3.9 
Flexibility in order quantities 4.0 2.1 3.4 4.1 
Easy to return damaged or defective goods 4.0 1.8 2.9 3.8 
Broad range of style options 3.7 3.1 3.4 4.2 
Broad range of finishing options 3.2 2.1 3.4 3.9 
Quality of finishing 4.4 2.9 3.8 4.0 
Favorable payment terms and conditions 3.4 2.5 3.3 3.8 
Strength of brand names 3.1 1.5 2.3 4.1 
Low delivered wholesale price of product 3.7 3.9 2.8 3.0 
On-time delivery of orders 4.3 2.3 3.3 3.8 
Accuracy of delivery 4.3 2.8 3.6 3.9 
Design acumen 3.8 3.1 3.4 3.9 
Replacement parts readily available 4.1 1.9 3.3 4.0 
Knowledgeable sales force 3.8 2.6 3.2 3.8 
Provision of promotional material 3.0 1.8 2.8 3.4 
  Total ∑biei score  151.4 201.3 236.1 
1 Standard deviations for the China means ranged from 0.9 to 1.2. 
2 Standard deviations for the Canada means ranged from 0.8 to 1.2. 
3 Standard deviations for the U.S. means ranged from 0.7 to 1.1. 
 
When the importance means for the attributes are ranked and correlated with the ranks for each source's 
attribute possession means (i.e., within source ranking to determine what each source does well relative to 
itself), Canada emerges as the source most highly correlated with important attributes (Table 9). China 
and the United States demonstrate low correlation with important attributes. So it appears that some 
deficiencies of the U.S.-based industry are being masked by the perception that U.S. companies generally 
possess relevant attributes to a larger degree than the others. 
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Table 9 Results of the rank analysis for attribute means, importance and possession. 
Attributes with a rank of "8" or higher were considered important. 

 
  Possession means 

(within source ranks): 
 

Attribute 
Importance means 

(rank): 
 

China 
 

Canada 
 

U.S. 
More Important Attributes 

Consistency of product quality 1 5.5 1 5 
Quality of finishing 2 4 2 5 
On-time delivery of orders 3.5 9 9.5 12.5 
Accuracy of delivery 3.5 5.5 3 8.5 
Replacement parts readily available 5 13 9.5 5 
Flexibility in order quantities 6.5 10.5 5.5 2.5 
Easy to return damaged or defective goods 6.5 14.5 13 12.5 

Less Important Attributes 
Short lead times after order 9 12 9.5 8.5 
Design acumen 9 2.5 5.5 8.5 
Knowledgeable sales force 9 7 12 12.5 
Broad range of style options 11.5 2.5 5.5 1 
Low delivered wholesale price of product 11.5 1 14.5 16 
Favorable payment terms and conditions 13 8 9.5 12.5 
Broad range of finishing options 14 10.5 5.5 8.5 
Strength of brand names 15 16 16 2.5 
Provision of promotional material 16 14.5 14.5 15 
  rs with Importance1  0.27 0.62 0.23 
1 Spearman's rank correlation with Importance. 
 
By observing Table 9 it is possible to see the areas where the different sources perform well, and 
conversely, where they fall short relative to the most important attributes. If it is assumed that a ranking of 
8 or higher constitutes an "important" attribute (there were 16 attributes), then the source countries 
investigated can be analyzed as follows. 
 
3.4.1 United States 

One glaring problem with the U.S. position involves on-time delivery of orders. No source performed 
particularly well on this important attribute, but this was especially true for U.S. manufacturers. This is an 
interesting finding given the focus on "home field advantage" as a source of competitive advantage for 
U.S. manufacturers. Another interesting problem occurred with easy to return damaged or defective 
goods. Again, no source did particularly well on this important attribute; but this could be a source of 
competitive advantage for the "home field" country if U.S. manufacturers decided to improve in this area. 
 
U.S. manufacturers were perceived to do some things particularly well. Unfortunately two of those things, 
broad range of style options and strength of brand names, were not perceived to be important attributes. 
The strongest aspects of the U.S. position was flexibility in order quantities and replacement parts readily 
available, as the U.S. was perceived to do well on these important attributes; the advantages over their 
Chinese and Canadian counterparts also were relatively large for these two attributes.   
 
3.4.2 Canada 

Canada was aligned closely with the important attributes of consistency of product quality, quality of 
finishing, and accuracy of delivery. Other than the problems with on-time delivery of orders and easy to 
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return damaged or defective goods (which all sources shared), it appears Canada could improve on 
replacement parts readily available to be more consistent with the most important attributes and to catch 
up with the U.S. in this regard. 
 
Canadian manufacturers also were perceived to perform fairly well in the areas of broad range of style 
options and broad range of finishing options. With the emphasis on customization as a possible source of 
competitive advantage in the global economy, these would seem like good areas to focus resources. 
However, these were not perceived to be particularly important attributes by the retailers surveyed in this 
study. It does appear more beneficial to focus more on a broad range of styles versus a broad range of 
finishes, however. It is interesting that all sources were perceived to do relatively well on broad style 
options. 
 
3.4.3 China 

It is no secret that the main competitive advantage for Chinese manufacturers is price. This was 
demonstrated in the results of this study. Not only was low price China's highest ranked attribute, but it 
also was the only attribute where China was rated highest among the sources in an absolute sense 
(Table 8). However, low delivered wholesale price of product was not perceived to be an important 
attribute. This lead to two possible conclusions; either the respondents underreported the true importance 
of price as an attribute, or China's advantages stem form more than low price alone. China's second-
highest ranked attributes, design acumen and broad range of style options (which were tied for second), 
also were considered unimportant attributes, but design acumen less so. China's best positioning with 
important attributes came with quality of finishing, consistency of product quality, and accuracy of 
delivery. 
 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 
What should each manufacturing source focus on as they continue to compete in the global marketplace 
and vie for the loyalty of U.S. retailers? If they play to their unique perceived strengths, U.S. 
manufacturers should focus on replacement part availability and order flexibility. For Canadian 
manufacturers, the focus should be on overall product quality and accurate delivery. For both the U.S. and 
Canada, these things must be seen as worth the relatively high delivered wholesale price of products. For 
China, the focus should continue to be on low price, but with an understanding that product quality is not 
necessarily compromised by low price; in other words, a focus on value. It seems that this value 
proposition offered by Chinese manufacturers is resulting in increased U.S. market share. For U.S. 
manufacturers, another factor to consider is the relatively positive attitude that U.S. retailers have toward 
U.S. manufacturers, which perhaps could be exploited with some type of "Made in America" promotion 
and/or labeling program. 
 
For some attributes, the source countries seemed to perform relatively well across the board, thus limiting 
opportunities for differentiation. One example involved quality, both in terms of product consistency and 
finishing. Therefore, quality is not necessarily something North American companies should exclusively 
promote as a competitive advantage, as Chinese companies have made improvements in quality. But it 
should be kept in mind that Chinese manufacturers did not score high on the quality attributes in an 
absolute sense compared to their North American counterparts. Another example involved broad range of 
style options, as this attribute was ranked somewhat highly in each source; in addition, this attribute was 
not viewed as being particularly important. 
 
For other attributes, all sources seemed to perform relatively poorly. Examples included easy to return 
damaged or defective goods (an important attribute) and provision of promotional material (an 
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unimportant attribute). For both U.S. and Canadian companies, the former would seem to be a possible 
source of competitive advantage over China if it were given more emphasis. 
 
It was interesting that on-time delivery of orders was considered quite important as a manufacturing 
source attribute, but short lead times after order was less important. This would suggest that lead times 
themselves are not as important as uncertainty about lead times; retailers do not want to make the call to 
their customers informing them that their scheduled deliveries have been delayed. While consumers often 
complain about the wait for their furniture after order placement, it seems manufacturers are closely 
aligned with retailers' expectations for lead times. However, it also seems that manufacturers in all source 
countries investigated could do a better job of delivering on-time and thus gain some degree of 
competitive advantage. 
 
Several other conclusions can be drawn from the study, among them: 
 
• Imports are an increasing proportion of U.S. retailers' offerings, both for small and large companies. 
• There is a good chance that U.S. retailers don't know where the products they are selling were made. 

This obviously makes it more difficult for consumers to consider the origin of products in their 
purchasing decisions. 

• Some consumers are asking retailers where furniture products were made. 
• Most retailers feel there is a segment of consumers that take country of origin into account when 

buying furniture. 
• This "country-of-origin sensitive" segment generally spans all price-points. 
• Most retailers indicated that this segment expands or remains consistent in size, but is currently 

somewhat small. 
• This segment is not willing to pay large premiums for furniture made in North America, generally 

10% or less. 
• Canadian brand awareness is perceived to be very low among U.S. consumers. However, this may not 

be a major problem since strength of brand names was not considered to be an important attribute. 
• Attitudes were most favorable toward the U.S. as a manufacturing source, followed by Canada and 

then China. 
• Canada's attributes as a manufacturing source, when ranked in importance, are most closely 

associated with the ranked importance attributes. This suggests that Canadian manufacturers are 
allocating resources in a fashion consistent with what retailers deem most important. 

 
4.1 Limitations 
Readers are reminded that the sampling frame for this study was member companies of the HFIA. 
Respondents tended to be single location stores with yearly sales less than $5 million per year, with a 
relatively long tenure, and that sold products at a middle- to upper-middle price-point. The results 
presented should be generalized beyond the HFIA membership with caution. Furthermore, as with most 
mail surveys, responses were from a single contact within the company. The vast majority was from 
company presidents and store owners, so it is likely that the perceptions of the primary decision-maker 
were captured in the survey. However, the opinions of the respondents might not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of other decision-makers within their respective companies. 
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Appendix I 
 

Survey Letter 
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Appendix II 
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General Information 
 
1. Is your company a retailer of residential furniture? 
 

□  Yes  

□  No              Please stop here and return 
                         the questionnaire in the 
                         attached envelope 

 
 
2. Does your company have multiple retail stores?   
  

□  Yes (if so, please answer for this store only) 

□  No 
 
 
3. Please indicate which of the following residential furniture categories you sell (check all that 

apply): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Please indicate your store's price-point (circle a single position if possible, or a group of 

positions if your range is large): 
 

Promotional Promo-to-
Medium 

Medium Medium-to- 
High 

High 

 
 
 
5. Please indicate the number of casegoods manufacturers represented on your showroom 

floor at any one time: 
   

□ 1-2 □ 5-6 

□ 3-4 □ 7 or greater 
 

□ Wood bedroom furniture □ Wood juvenile furniture 

□ Wood dining room furniture □ Metal residential furniture 

□ Wood living room furniture □ Upholstered furniture 
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6. Based on percent value of your total furniture purchasing, please approximate the known 
manufacturing sources of your merchandise (total must equal 100%): 

 
 
 
 
 
7. Have you increased the proportion (value basis) of imported products in your product line 

over the past five years? 
 

□ Yes 

□ No 

□ Not sure 
 
 
8. Which of the following categories best describes your knowledge of where (in what country) 

the products you sell are manufactured? 
 

□ I almost always know where the products were made 

□ I know the location of companies we buy from, but I'm not always sure 
     where they sourced the products 
□ I know the location of companies we buy from, but I usually don't know 
     where they sourced the products 
□ I usually do not know the location of the companies we buy from nor 
     where they sourced the products  

 
 
 
Your Customers  
 
9. How often do your customers ask where (i.e., from what country) the furniture they are 

interested in purchasing was made: 
  

□ Never 

□ Rarely 

□ Sometimes 

□ Often 

 
10. Is there a segment of your customers that takes country of origin into account when making 

furniture purchase decisions? 
 

□ Yes              please continue with Question 11 

□ No                please proceed to Question 15 

_____% Canada _____% United States 
_____% China _____% Europe 
_____% other Asia _____% Other
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11. How big do you estimate this consumer segment to be, as a proportion of all your 
customers? 

 
□ less than 10% □ 31 - 40% 

□ 10 - 20% □ 41 - 50% 

□ 21 - 30%  □ greater than 50% 
 
 
12. Based on current market trends, would you say that this segment: 
  

□ Increases in size 

□ Decreases in size 

□ Remains stable 
 
 
13. Generally speaking, how would you describe this segment? 
 

□ Customers at our higher price-points 

□ Customers at our lower price-points 

□ Customers that span our entire price-point range 
 
 
14. If two bedroom groups were of similar style and look, and one group was labeled as being 

made in Asia and the other as made in North America, what price premium do you think 
the customer in Question 10 would pay to buy the domestically made group? 

 
I.  At your lowest price-point: 
□ none □ 11-15% higher 

□ 1-5% higher □ 16-20% higher 

□ 6-10% higher □ greater than 20% higher 
 
 
 II.  At your highest price-point: 

□ none □ 11-15% higher 

□ 1-5% higher □ 16-20% higher 

□ 6-10% higher □ greater than 20% higher 
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15. To what extent does brand name influence your typical consumer to purchase one furniture 
product over another? 

 
No influence    Great Influence 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
16. If you answered "1" or "2" in Question 15, why do you think there is little brand influence? (if 

you answered "3" or higher, skip to Question 17) 
 

□  Most consumers are not familiar with furniture brands 

□  Most consumers are familiar with furniture brands, but don't differentiate among them 

□  Most consumers are familiar with furniture brands, but other factors are more 
     important than brand name 
□  For reasons not listed above (explain): ___________________________________ 

 
 
17. Could the typical customer in your store name three American furniture brands, if asked? 
 

□  Probably so, but they might not know they are American companies 

□  Probably so, and they would know they are American companies 

□  Probably not 

□  Not sure 
 
 
18. Could the typical customer in your store name three Canadian furniture brands, if asked? 
 

□  Probably so, but they might not know they are Canadian companies 

□  Probably so, and they would know they are Canadian companies 

□  Probably not 

□  Not sure 
 
 
19. In your opinion, do furniture companies in the United States do a better job of developing 

brand names than do Canadian furniture companies? 
□ Yes 

□ No 

□ They are equal 

□ Not sure 
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Your Sourcing Decisions 
 
20. Generally speaking, please rate the importance of each factor to your decision to source 

residential furniture products from a given manufacturing source: 
 

 
Factors 

Not 
Important 

   Critically 
Important 

Consistency of product quality 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Short lead times after order 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Flexibility in order quantities 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Easy to return damaged or defective goods 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Broad range of style options 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Broad range of finishing options 
 

             1 2 3 4    5 

Quality of finishing 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Favorable payment terms and conditions 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Strength of brand names 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Low delivered wholesale price of product 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

On-time delivery of orders 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Accuracy of delivery 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Design acumen 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Replacement parts readily available 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Knowledgeable sales force 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 

Provision of promotional material 
 

          1 2 3 4    5 
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21. Using the scale below, please rate the extent to which you perceive that manufacturers in 
each source country for residential furniture generally possess the listed factors. 

 
Possess to a 
small extent 

   Possess to a 
great extent 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
Write the appropriate scale number in the space provided.  Please complete each country 
separately (by beginning at the top and moving to the bottom) before proceeding to the next 
country. 
 
The first line below is an example, assuming that manufacturers in the 
U.S. are perceived to possess closeness to home to a great extent, Canada 
to a somewhat great extent, and China to a small extent: 
 

Factors China Canada U.S. 
Example:  Close to home 
 

__1__ __4__ __5__ 

Consistency of product quality 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Short lead times after order 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Flexibility in order quantities 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Easy to return damaged or defective goods
 

____ ____ ____ 

Broad range of style options 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Broad range of finishing options 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Quality of finishing 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Favorable payment terms and conditions 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Strength of brand names 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Low delivered wholesale price of product 
 

____ ____ ____ 

On-time delivery of orders 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Accuracy of delivery 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Design acumen 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Replacement parts readily available 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Knowledgeable sales force 
 

____ ____ ____ 

Provision of promotional material 
 

____ ____ ____ 
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Background Information 
 
22. Please indicate the state or province where this store is located: _______ 
 
 
23. How long has this store been in operation:  _______ years 
 
 
24. Please indicate your position: 
  

□ President or CEO □ Store Owner 

□ Sales or Marketing Manager □ Store Manager 

□ Merchandising Manager □ Other ___________________ 
 
 
25. Please indicate the size of your operation in terms of yearly sales (in U.S.$): 
  

□ $1 million or less □ $11-$50 million 

□ $2-$5 million □ $51-$100 million 

□ $6-$10 million □ greater than $100 million 
 
 


